Luna

Her cat is called Luna and she is grey like the wolf pups. She also knows it means 'the moon'.

Isla S
Kindergarten

Rocky

It is her favorite pup from paw patrol and she thinks the wolf pups would like to live on the rocks.

Ava S
Kindergarten

Rosy

She is rosy colored and grows slowly like a flower. She has a rosy attitude. She sits like a rose.

Kestrel Rose Browne
Kindergarten

Moonlight

I choose this name for a Mexican wolf because wolves love the Moonlight.

Owen Hiney
Age unknown
I think Snowflake is a great name because I’ve never seen a boy named Snowflake. And snowflakes are cute like wolves.

Everlie Altman
Kindergarten
"I named my wolf Packer because wolves hunt in packs. The Alpha goes in the back of the pack."

Summer B
Kindergarten
ANUK

ENGLISH
The reason for the name in giving to the pup:
I chose the name "Anuk" because it means "wolf" in Teutón,
I think it's a worthy name for a real wolf!

ESPAÑOL
La razón por la que le doy éste nombre al cachorro:
Elejí el nombre "Anuk"por que significa "lobo" en Teutón,
creo que es un nombre digno para un auténtico lobo!

Name / Nombre: MATEO VEGA TOACHE.
• AGE / EDAD: 5 years old / 5 años.
• COUNTRY / PAIS: Cancun, México
I love wolves. I got interested in wolves in the first lockdown because my school sent me some wolf cams.

I live in London, England. My name for the wolf pup is Miyax. In my book Julie of the Wolves there's a girl called Miyax who wants to be a wolf so she can be a baby wolf.

Sylvie Scott
1st Grade
**Evergreen**

I chose Evergreen so they could be on earth forever.

Zora Baldwin
1st Grade
Howler

Jessa Doner
1st Grade

I picked this name because I like the sound of the wolf's howl!
Hi there my name is Harmony, I'm in grade 1 and I go to St. Lawrence school in Ontario Canada. I would like to name a wolf Hunter, I choose this name because I thought it was cute and because wolves hunt for their food. Here is a picture of my drawing, which I had a lot of fun doing.
Pup Name: Shaggy
Reason: "I think the wolf pup should be named Shaggy, because wolves in the wild are shaggy."

**Shaggy**

**Genevieve M.**

**1st Grade**
Mattson Bear Esquivel I'm in second grade. The name I chose the name bear wolf. The reason for the name is because they look like baby bears when they are wolf pups.
flower

She is beautiful and innocent.

flowers and wolfs make people happy.

where flowers bloom so does hope.

Madison Straube
POLARIS!

POLARIS is the biggest, brightest star in the sky.

It holds still in the sky while the entire north sky moves around it. It rules the sky. My wolf will rule the forest.

His name is POLARIS.

Polaris

Harrison Straube
2nd Grade
Polaris
Storm

Riddick Eckert
2nd Grade

Grade a. BYRiddick